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Internal spatiotemporal stochastic resonance in the presence of weak noise
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We show the existence of internal stochastic resonance in a microscopic stochastic model for the oscillating
A1

1
2 B2 reaction on a square lattice. This stochastic resonance arises directly from the elementary reaction

steps of the system without any external input. The lattice gas model is investigated by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. It shows oscillation phenomena and mesoscopic pattern formation. Stochastic resonance arises
when homogeneous nucleation of the individual lattice site states is considered. This nucleation is modeled as
a weak noise process. As a result, synchronization of the kinetic oscillations is obtained. We show that all
characteristics known from the research on stochastic resonance are obtained in our model. We also show that
the model explains easily several phenomena observed in the experiment. Internal stochastic resonance may
thus be an internal regulation mechanism of extreme adaptability.
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The term stochastic resonance~SR! is given to the some-
what counterintuitive phenomenon that in a nonlinear sys
a weak signal can be amplified by the assistance of nois
has been introduced in 1981 by Benziet al. @1,2# in the con-
text of a study about the periodically recurrent ice ages. O
the last two decades it has continuously attracted increa
attention and was shown to occur in many systems@3–5# in
biology @6–8#, chemistry@9–11#, and physics@12–14#. Gen-
erally, systems showing SR are described in a formal m
ematical way using phenomenological macroscopic eq
tions of the mean field type including~i! a bistable system
with an activation barrier or some sort of threshold,~ii ! a
weak coherent input, and~iii ! a strong external noise tha
helps to overcome the activation barrier. These macrosc
equations in a sense are able to describe many different
tems~because stochastic resonance is a general phenom
that occurs in many natural systems! and have been used i
the description of stochastic resonance phenomena
Nd:YAG ~Yttrium aluminum garnet! lasers@15#, homoge-
neous@16# as well as heterogeneous@17,18# chemical reac-
tions, bistable quantum systems@19#, or the Lotka-Volterra
model @20#. More complex systems~e.g., a summing net
work of excitable units@21#, sheep populations@22#, two-
dimensional excitable media showing spatiotemporal pat
formation @23#, sensory systems in crayfish@6# or in the vi-
sual cortex@24#, or neuronlike systems@25#! are generally
modeled via Langevin equations or the Fitzhugh-Nagu
model.

In addition, a few special systems have been investiga
in a more general manner via a macroscopic mathema
description, e.g., an autonomous oscillating system@26#, a
system in the limit of weak noise@27#, a system showing
stochastic multiresonance@28#, and nondynamical system
with both internal and external noise@29#. Note that in the
latter case the internal noise is modeled in the same wa
an external noise and it is only regarded as a general inte
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noise without specifying the physical background. Compu
simulations performed to date consider coupled neuron
general threshold devices, which are mesoscopic mod
i.e., the microscopic physical picture is again neglected.

Our present model system is very unusual in the resea
on SR and maybe adds to the field a new feature. It give
microscopic description of the phenomenon of stocha
resonance without any external input~neither oscillatory sig-
nals nor noise input!. All processes are internal to the syste
itself. This is the reason we will call internal stochastic res
nance as a short hand description. Our model also dem
strates the physical reasons for stochastic resonance o
microscopic~atomic! length scale. It is based on stochas
transitions, each with a clear physical meaning. Witho
noise, the system exhibits a spatially extended heterogen
stable state with inherent local oscillations. More importa
the noise is not an external input but corresponds to a ph
cally realistic internal nucleation process. Because of
clear physical picture on the microscopic~atomic! level our
model is of course specialized and cannot describe a la
variety of different systems. But on the other hand, the
sults of this model and the conclusions that can be drawn
very general ones and they suggest that internal SR ma
the reason for inherent synchronization and cooperative p
nomena in many physical, chemical, and biological syste

We consider a slightly modified version of a previous
presented model for the catalytic CO11/2 O2 reaction on Pt
single crystal surfaces@30–33#, which shows different types
of kinetic oscillations in agreement with experimental r
sults. The model involvesA ~CO! adsorption, desorption an
diffusion, dissociativeB2 (O2) adsorption, and two surfac
phases~reconstructed and nonreconstructed!, which form
and propagate governed by the coverage withA. The details
are given below. An extended version of the model for t
CO1NO reaction on Pt~100! is able to describe the exper
mentally observed transition into chaotical behavior via
Feigenbaum route@34#. Our model follows the well-known
model by Ziff, Gulari, and Barshad@35# ~ZGB model! and is
investigated by means of Monte Carlo~MC! simulations.
©2002 The American Physical Society39-1
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O. KORTLÜKE, V.N. KUZOVKOV, AND W. von NIESSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036139 ~2002!
The Pt~110! surface of the catalyst is represented by a squ
lattice of side lengthL and lattice constanta51. From ex-
periment@36#, it is well known that kinetic oscillations are
closely connected with thea
b reconstruction of the
Pt~110! surface, wherea and b denote the 132 and the
131 surface phase, respectively. Each site can belong to
a or theb phase, respectively. Therefore only the differe
physical but not geometrical properties of the phases are
sidered because it is almost impossible to give alocal geo-
metric specification of the phase. This is justified beca
simulations on the square and triangular (z56) lattice show
only quantitative but not qualitative differences. In o
model,A is able to adsorb onto a free-surface site with r
yA5y and to desorb from the surface with ratek, indepen-
dent of the surface phase the site belongs to.B2 adsorbs
dissociatively onto two nearest-neighbor~NN! sites with dif-
ferent sticking coefficientss onto the two phases (sa50.5,
sb51). Therefore we get the rate constantsyB

a512y and
yB

b52(12y) for B adsorption on thea andb phase, respec
tively. For B2 adsorption directly at the phase border whe
one site belongs to thea and the other one to theb phase the
geometric mean of these adsorption rates is used. In addi
A is able to diffuse with rateD via hopping onto a vacant NN
site. TheA1B reaction occurs, ifA hops to a site that is
covered byB and the reaction productAB desorbs immedi-
ately from the surface. All these processes are associ
with the above kinetic transition rates of the stochastic mo
which therefore determine the relative speed of the in
vidual reaction processes.

Summarizing the above transition definitions, we simul
the following model written in the more usual form of rea
tion equations. For the CO1O2 reaction, the basic equation
are

CO~g!1Sx
CO~a!,

O2~g!12Sa→2O~a!,

O2~g!12Sb→2O~a!,

CO~a!1Sx→Sx1CO~g!,

CO~a!1O~a!→CO2~g!12Sx,

whereS stands for a free adsorption site,x stands for either
a or b, and~a! or ~g! for a particle adsorbed on the surfa
or in the gas phase, respectively. Note that in the mo
simulated here O2 adsorbs onto sites belonging to thea or b
phase with different sticking coefficients.

The kinetic MC computer simulations are based on
pair algorithm that is explained in detail in Refs.@37,38#.
Because we only consider pairs of NN sites a graphical r
resentation of the MC rules corresponding to the reac
equations above can be shown.
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The a
b phase transition is modeled as a linear pha
border propagation. Consider two NN surface sites in
stateab. The transitionab→aa (ab→bb) occurs if none
~at least one! of these two sites is occupied byA. This phase
border propagation mechanism mimicks the growth of theb
phase because of the larger adsorption energy ofA on the
131 phase than on the 132 phase@36#. The individual
phases are stable or metastable. The direct transition fro
globally homogeneousa phase into a homogeneousb phase
~or vice versa! is impossible; the activation barrier is infinite
The stability of the individual phases depends on the che
cal coverageQ i of speciesi on the surface of the catalys
For QA,0.3 thea phase is stable and for larger values theb
phase is stable@31#. The coverages ofA and B vary in the
course of the reaction because of the different sticking co
ficients ofB2 on the two surface phases. If we start with
almost homogeneousa phase the adsorption ofA is pre-
ferred. Therefore theA coverage increases whereas alm
all adsorbedB atoms are removed from the surface viaA
1B reaction. If theA coverage is large enough smallb
phase nuclei start to grow up to homogeneousb phase is-
lands of mesoscopic size. On theb phase the adsorption ofB
is preferred and theA atoms are actively removed from th
surface. The largeB coverage on the other hand now initiat
the growth of thea phase and the whole cycle starts aga
Starting with a heterogeneous distribution of thea and b
phase the activation barrier for the surface phase transitio
finite, but the transition into a globally homogeneous pha
does not occur because of the finite surface phase prop
tion velocity, i.e., thea or b phases cannot grow to macro
scopic islands. Therefore the oscillations remain local, in
fere, and cancel each other on sufficiently large surfa
@30–32#. The system exists in a heterogeneous, dynamic
stable state with oscillations, which are locally synchroniz
by A diffusion but disappear on the macroscopic length sc
for large lattices. Thea andb phase, however, build almos
homogeneous islands on a mesoscopic length scale.
power spectrum for the case of the Pt~110! surface clearly
shows the existence of one basic frequencyv0, which de-
pends on the individual parametersv05v0(k,V,D,y). At
constanty the basic frequency increases with increasingk
(k.kc50.07 @30#! and V, and decreases withD as v0

;kAV/D. This is proven for DP(10,103) and V
P(1021,10) @32#.

The nucleation is modeled as a spontaneousa→b or b
→a transition of a single site, completely independent of
neighbors or the particle adsorbed onto this site. There
this nucleation is a homogeneous process that correspon
9-2
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INTERNAL SPATIOTEMPORAL STOCHASTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 036139 ~2002!
a weak noise that generates dynamic defects on the sur
The term weak noise is used because the nucleation rag
P@1025,1022# is for the relevant values several orders
magnitude smaller than the other transition rates that ar
the order of 1021–103. The defects grow or vanish via th
a
b reconstruction depending on their chemical neighb
hood, i.e., the presence or absence ofA. It has to be empha
sized that all phenomena such as local oscillations, gro
and decline of the heterogeneously distributed surface p
islands, and quasiperiodical and chaotical behavior e
even without the consideration of the nucleation proc
@30–34#. Please note that in addition to our previous theor
ical work there exists a recent experimental study@39# where
the authors conclude that ‘‘the inclusion of defect creat
and annealing as an important kinetic step in the oscillat
cycle can explain the experimental observations@•••#.’’ Be-
cause of the very small nucleation rate, which introdu
only very few defects into the existing heterogeneous surf
state, one might suppose that the defects could have n
fluence on the oscillating system, but we shall demonst
that the nucleation process may have a profound influenc
the system behavior leading to cooperative phenomena
the synchronization of the local oscillations.

In comparison with the standard problem of SR there
ist several major differences.

~i! We have a system with two surface phases and a
tional chemical coverage instead of a bistable system. In
dition, none of the two surface phases becomes homo
neous. Both coexist in a dynamically stable heterogene
state.

~ii ! No external coherent input is considered in our mod
The local oscillations originate from the kinetic definition
the model itself and are very small on a macroscopic, glo
length scale. These internal oscillations can be seen
substitute of the commonly used coherent input. The ma
scopic synchronization of the local oscillations then cor
sponds to a large output signal.

~iii ! The source of noise is an internal physical process
the system, the homogeneous nucleation, which breaks
mesoscopic homogeneity of the surface phase islands.
noise process is therefore not an addition to a periodic in
but is independent of the oscillations. In most of the previo
studies a weak coherent input is coupled with a strong ex
nal noise.

~iv! In those cases where thermal internal noise has b
considered in previous studies it has been used as an add
to an existing process. As far as we know our model is
first one in which a thermal noise process is a separate
cess in the system itself. It can be considered as a the
noise as the phase nucleation requires a temperature t
started. Furthermore, it is clearly defined and explicitly mo
eled and simulated on the atomic length scale, wherea
previous studies the thermal noise process has been dea
formal mathematical way. Please note that many of the ab
processes have been investigated in previous papers on
chastic resonance, but our model combines all of these
pects.

~v! The model is defined on the atomic length scale a
investigated via MC simulations that correspond m
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closely to a hierarchy of master equations with all corre
tions included and then mapped onto a finite lattice. T
simulation procedure contains additional noise by its v
nature but such a noise does not lead to SR.

In the present study, we usey50.51, D5100, andk
50.1 as standard values if not stated otherwise, becauA
diffusion is by far the fastest process. Each simulation re
is obtained as the average of 20 independent runs of a le
of t55000. The simulations start with an adsorbate-free
tice and randomly distributed surface phases with the co
age Qa5Qb50.5. For details see Refs.@30–34,38#. The
value D5100 of the diffusion parameter in our article is
compromise value. It leads to a good statistics of the resu
On the other hand, it is possible to use large system sizes~up
to L58192) in the simulations. The existence of the stoch
tic resonance is independent of the value ofD; to each value
of D corresponds a particular nucleation rateg5g(D),
which gives rise to stochastic resonance.

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the nucleation~noise! has a
strong influence on the system behavior. Without nucleat
the system shows only very weak oscillations on the glo
length scale because the existing local oscillations inter
and cancel each other~dashed line!. Please note that the lat
tice side length ofL51024 yet cannot be seen as a mac
scopic system in comparison to real physical systems.
oscillations become even weaker and vanish with increas
lattice size. This has been confirmed by simulations withL
up toL58192 and in our previous studies@30,31#. Therefore
the oscillations cannot be synchronized only by adsorb
diffusion for larger lattices. If nucleation as a very wea
noise process is considered the whole picture changes c
pletely. Now the oscillations are globally synchronized ov
the whole lattice~solid line!. This also holds for lattices up to
a lattice side length ofL58192. Because of the long simu
lation times we did not study the system on larger lattice

FIG. 1. Oscillations~left! and power spectra~right! of the lattice
coverageQb of the b phase in simulations with~solid line, g
51023) and without~dashed line! nucleation. The other paramete
are kept constant aty50.51 ~CO adsorption!, k50.1 ~CO desorp-
tion!, D5100 ~CO diffusion!, V51 ~surface phase propagation!,
andL51024.
9-3
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O. KORTLÜKE, V.N. KUZOVKOV, AND W. von NIESSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 036139 ~2002!
In Fig. 2, we show how the amplitude of the synchroniz
oscillations depends on the nucleation rates. For very sm
nucleation ratesg,531025 only local oscillations exist.
The amplitude of the global oscillations vanishes for simu
tions on large lattices@30,31#. With increasing nucleation
rate~strength of the noise! the local oscillations are synchro
nized on a macroscopic length scale and almost reach
theoretical maximum ofS(v)50.5 (Qb varies between 0
and 1!. This holds also for larger lattices up toL58192,
which is the current limit for our simulations. Further in
crease of the noise decreases this synchronization until
nucleation rate ofg51021 the system is completely gov
erned by strong noise. This behavior is the fingerprint of
@4#. Simulations on lattices withL51024 give almost the
same picture but cannot be investigated in such a detail
statistical data can be obtained because of the longer s
lation times.

In addition, the noise has an influence on the frequenc
the oscillations~see Fig. 3!. The normal frequency of the
system without nucleation isv0, which can only be observe
in simulations on small lattices. For nucleation ratesg.5
31025 the phenomenon of SR occurs. The nucleation for
the system to oscillate with a different frequencyv starting
at v'2/3v0 for g5531025. With increasing nucleation
rate the frequency increases as well up to a value of ab
v'2 v0 at g5531022. This increase in the frequency
based on the increasing number of dynamic phase de
that grow very fast and accelerate the corresponding ph
transition. If the number or density of nucleation defects
comes too large the oscillating behavior breaks down and
system is completely governed by noise. Please note tha
maximum amplitude coincides withv/v051, i.e., with the
case where the strength of the nucleation corresponds to

FIG. 2. Global amplitudeS(v) of the b phase coverage as
function of the nucleation rateg that gives the noise strength.
stochastic resonance maximum can be seen. The scatter o
points around the maximum is a result of the finite frequency in
val due to fast Fourier transform analysis. The values of the am
tude are averaged over 20 simulation results. All other parame
are kept constant aty50.51 ~CO adsorption!, k50.1 ~CO desorp-
tion!, D5100 ~CO diffusion!, V51 ~surface phase propagation!,
andL5256.
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normal frequency of the system without nucleation~see be-
low!. The shape of the curve in Fig. 3 in the intervalg
P@1025,1021# is in very good agreement with the one o
tained in the study of a general autonomously oscillat
system by Haken and co-workers@26#.

The underlying mechanism of this internal stochas
resonance effect is unexpectedly simple. During the gro
and decline of the individual surface phases only a few v
small residual phase islands remain in domains where
local synchronization leads to large amplitudes in the ph
oscillations. These residual islands are spatially separate
a mean distanceRr ~see Fig. 4!. Adsorbate diffusion is well
known to synchronize individual surface domains within t
so-called synchronization length@30,31#

j}ADT, ~1!

the
r-
li-
rs

FIG. 3. Ratio of the frequenciesv/v0 as a function of the nucle-
ation rateg that gives the noise strength. Each value is avera
over 20 independent MC simulations. The errors are smaller t
the symbol size. All other parameters are kept constant aty50.51
~CO adsorption!, k50.1 ~CO desorption!, D5100 ~CO diffusion!,
V51 ~surface phase propagation!, andL5256.

FIG. 4. This figure shows a simplified picture of the distanceRr

between remaining phase islands~large circles! and the distances
Rni

between new nucleated phase defects~small circles! or between
a new phase defect and an old phase island, respectively. The
of all Rni

gives the mean distanceRn .
9-4



INTERNAL SPATIOTEMPORAL STOCHASTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 036139 ~2002!
FIG. 5. Snapshots of the system with spontaneous surface phase nucleation (g51023). Starting with an almost homogeneousb phase
~white!, the nucleation of thea phase~black! creates small phase nuclei. These lead to a homogeneous growth of thea phase resulting in
an almost completea phase over the whole lattice. The parameters arey50.51 ~CO adsorption!, k50.1 ~CO desorption!, D5100 ~CO
diffusion!, V51 ~surface phase propagation!, andL51024.
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whereD is the diffusion rate andT is the time for one oscil-
lation period. Without nucleationj,Rr holds and only lo-
cally synchronized oscillations exist, i.e., the process of
sorbate diffusion cannot synchronize the above mentio
remaining phase islands. In addition, the residual islands
only combine into a homogeneous phase if the second
dition Rr;VT for the phase border propagation is fulfille
But this condition is also violated becauseRr.VT holds.
Therefore synchronization can only occur if both conditio
are fulfilled. The distance between remaining surface ph
islands has to be smaller than the synchronization lengt
the surface adsorbate diffusion and also smaller than the
tance the surface phase borders can propagate over the
face during one oscillation period. On large lattices the
conditions are not fulfilled in the system without nucleatio

Nucleation of surface phase defects and subseq
growth of these nuclei now leads to new small phase isla
with density%5g/V!1 @32#, which follows from

d%/dt5g2V% ~2!

for t→`. The mean distance between these defects is g
by Rn5%21/25AV/g. Because nucleation is a noise proce
the individual new phase nuclei and the growing surfa
phase islands are randomly and homogeneously distrib
over the lattice. The mean distance between these nucle
and the old phase islands decreases toRn , for which Rn
,j,Rr andRn;VT holds for proper nucleation rates, i.e
in a certain interval of the value of the nucleation rate b
condition from above can be fulfilled.

It has been shown in Ref.@31# that the oscillation period
is given by T;k21AD/V. Because oscillations only occu
for values ofk;1021 @30#, we can use this value ofk as a
constant. WithRn5AV/g andVT;Rn , we get

g;k2D21, ~3!

i.e., in a system with physically reasonable diffusion rate
weak nucleation is sufficient to create defects at distan
Rn,j. In our model we useD5100 that leads to a value o
g;1024. The present system~Fig. 2! has shown a SR maxi
mum at gP@1024,1022#. In real reaction systems a muc
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weaker nucleation should be sufficient because the diffus
is underestimated in our present study due to computer l
tations.

But there is some additional aspect to the second co
tion Rn;VT. Because one oscillation cycle ends when
most the whole surface is in thea or b state, the nucleation
rate should have an influence on the frequency of the os
lations via the relationshipRn}T with constantV. This can
also be seen in Fig. 3. Please remember that the normal
quency of the system without nucleation can only be o
served on small lattices and vanishes on macroscopic
tices. Starting from small values the nucleation rateg starts
to synchronize the oscillations at aboutg'531025. For this
small nucleation rate the mean distanceRn between the gen-
erateda (b) phase defects inside an otherwise homogene
b (a) phase is relatively large. Therefore the phase pro
gation, i.e., the growth of these defects needs a longer timT
to connect the individual phase islands to an almost hom
geneousa (b) phase. Because this timeT needed for the
connection of individual islands determines the period a
therefore the frequency of the oscillations, the nucleation r
determining the mean distance between the nucleated p
defects is able to force the system into oscillations with
frequency different from its normal frequency. Small nuc
ation rates force the system into oscillations with lower f
quencies compared to its normal frequency, whereas la
nucleation rates result in higher frequencies. The latter c
is based on the relatively small mean distance between
phase defects that now can be connected in a short time
the case where the forced frequency due to nucleatio
almost equal to the normal frequency of the system the
plitude of the oscillations has its maximum because b
synchronizing processes, nucleation and diffusion, lead
the same frequency.

Therefore the separated phase islands can now be
nected via island growth and synchronized viaA diffusion.
This results in macroscopic synchronized oscillations co
pletely independent of the lattice size because only the
tance between the phase islands but not the lattice side le
is responsible for the appearance of synchronized osc
tions. This can clearly be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig
snapshots of the surface phase distribution are shown fo
system with nucleation. Starting with an almost homog
9-5
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FIG. 6. Snapshots of the system without spontaneous surface phase nucleation. In this system mesosocopic phase domains oa
~black! and theb phase~white! coexist in a dynamically stable heterogeneous state. The size of the traveling phase domains is det
by the value of the diffusion parameter of adsorbate diffusion which gives the size of the synchronization length. For simulation pa
see Fig. 5.
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neousb phase~compare to the time-dependent coverages
Fig. 1! the remaininga phase islands~black! start to grow. In
those surface domains where a homogeneousb phase exists
on a mesoscopic length scale,a phase islands cannot be se
at the very beginning of one oscillation period, but afte
short time new smalla phase islands are nucleated over t
whole lattice and their mean distances fulfill the above c
ditions for synchronized oscillations independent of the
tice size. If we start the simulation of the system witho
nucleation on a lattice covered mainly by theb phase, the
behavior is completely different. The initially existinga is-
lands grow but the surroundingb phase remains homoge
neous because spontaneous nucleation is lacking and
phase of the surface can only change directly at the bo
between thea andb phase depending of the localA cover-
age, i.e., the nucleation and therefore the growth of thea
phase inside a homogeneousb phase island is impossible
Thea phase islands grow to some extend until the adsorb
coverage changes fromB to A and the growth of theb phase
starts again. This leads to coexisting, almost homogeneoa
and b phase islands that travel over the lattice. This c
clearly be seen in Fig. 6.

In real systems the existence of the surface phase nu
ation is well known but has not been investigated experim
tally in detail yet, in contrast to the initial growth of sma
surface phase domains@40#. The nucleation rate should de
pend on the temperatureg5g(T), but it is almost impossible
to achieve an isolated variation of the nucleation rate un
experimental conditions because all other parameter suc
CO desorption and CO diffusion also strongly depend on
temperature. It might thus be very difficult to experimenta
verify the mechanism behind the SR phenomenon in
model but there should be other systems where it is feas
v.
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The nucleation of dynamic surface defects as an inte
process generates globally synchronized oscillations in
model for CO1O2 /Pt(110) reaction via SR. As has bee
shown in Ref.@32# this mechanism is a simple and realist
alternative to the mechanism of self-synchronization via
gas phase as it is proposed to date. Furthermore, our m
can explain@33# in an elegant way the experimentally ob
served growth rate@40# as well as the experimentally dete
mined critical coverages@36# that are observed in system
showing adsorbate driven surface reconstruction.

Because noise is always present in real systems, this
of internal SR should be a very general phenomenon an
may be the reason for cooperative phenomena and inte
synchronization via noise processes in many physi
chemical, and biological systems where is has not been
vestigated experimentally or even suspected to be prese
date. This especially holds for systems that exhibit coope
tive phenomena or inherent oscillations that are synchron
on macroscopic length scales. In this case often noise eff
are supposed to be negligible, but as shown above they
also be the microscopic origin of those cooperative pheno
ena. We believe that SR may thus be an internal regula
mechanism of extreme adaptability. This conclusion is dra
to search for internal SR in a variety of experiments, beca
to date experiments designed to study the role of inter
noise have been inconclusive@41#.
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